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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses the effect of the magnetic field of 
the Magstream on thc formation of iron precipitates on a 
quartz surfacc. Thc precipitates appear on the quartz 
surface as a conscquence of its contact with the 
cquipment's magnetic t1uid, called Magt1uid, under the 
rotation speed and magnetic field of the Magstream. 
These precipitares wcre identified as colloidal magnetite 
particlcs and aggregates of colloidal iron 
ligninsulphonate particles. These precipitates enhanced 
quartz t1oatability with amine in pH ranges of less than 
9 and over 10.5, where the mineral usually does not 
present good recovery with amine. It was possible to 
concludc that thc magnetic field is mainly responsible 
for the precipitate's formation on quartz. 

INTRODUCTION 

Prcvious studics showed that the processing of 
quartz in the Magstrcam promotcs thc formation of iron 
precipitares on its surfacc and enhanccs its 11oatability 
(Salum, 1999). 

Thc Magstream is a picce of equipmcnt used to 
separatc minerais according to thcir specific gravities. It 
is providcd with a magnctic ficld, a rotation speed 
control system and a minerais separation medium called 
Mag11uid. Thc Magl1uid is a magnetic t1uid prepared 
from a mixturc of iron salts, Fe(II) and Fe(III), and 
ligninsulphonate (IGC, 191\9) and it is responsible for 
the formation of thc iron precipitates on the quartz 
surfacc, during its proccssing in the Magstream (Salum, 
1999). 

Thc Magstrcam appeared in the 1980s as a 
substitutc for hcavy liquids with the following main 
advantagcs: 

i) no toxicity; 

ii) possibility of scparating minerais with higher 
spccific gravities due to thc combination of the 
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rotation speed and the specific gravity of the 
separation medi um, the Magt1uid; 

iii) the specitic gravity of the Magt1uid, which is a 
direct function of its magnetization levei, can be 
changed by its dilution with distilled water. 

ln spite of these advantages its use in mineral 
separation, when further studies with the minerais will 
involve surface properties, is not recommended, due to 
the changes caused in their properties. As was detected 
the iron precipitares alter in a significant way qvartz 
behavior in t1otation (Salum, 1999). 

The effect of the magnetic field of the 
Magstream on the precipitate's formation and thcir role 
on quartz tloatability with amine will be discussed in 
this paper. 

METHODOLOGY 

The quartz sample used in this study presented 
a high grade levei, approximately 98% Si02• 

Before t1oatability tests the quartz sample, 
about 30 g, was processcd in the Magstream with a 
Magtluid of specifics gravities of 1.02 (diluted form) 
and 1.12 ( concentrated form) assoei ated with a rotation 
speed of 180.22 rpm and 437.97 rpm, respectively. The 
residence time of the sample in the equipment was 1 
minute. After processing, the sample was thoroughly 
washed with distilled water, for 30 minutes, in order to 
remove ali the excess Magtluid. 

The tloatability tests were carried out in the 
Hallimond Tube using N as gas, at a rate of 60 ml/min, 
etheramine acetate in a concentration of 2 mg/1 as 
collector, HCl and NaOH for pH control and a 
t1oatation time of 1 minute. The condition time of the 
mineral with the conector was maintained constant at 1 
minute. 

X-ray tlorescence and neutronic activation 
analyses were used to determine the chemical 
composition of the quartz sample before and after 
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processing in the Magstream, while X-ray diffraction 
and fluorescence were used to analyze the Magíluid. An 
electronic microprobe coupled to an EDS was used to 
identify the precipitates tormed on lhe quartz surface. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figures 1 and 2 show the precipitates formed on thc 
quartz surface after its processing in the Magstream. 

Figure 1- Precipitare I 

Figure 2- Precipitate 2 

Comparing tl1e two precipitaLes it is possible to 
observe that: 

i) precipitate I (Figure I) has a more regular 
morphology; 
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ii) precipitate 1 (Figure I) is more evenly spread out 
on the mineral surface; 

iii) precipitate I could be found on the quartz surfacc 
and on the clectronic microprobe sample cell, 
while precipitate 2 was observed only on lhe 
mineral surface; 

iv) precipitate 1 seems to be present at the mineral 
surface as a slimes coating phcnomenon and 
precipitate 2 seems to form at the mineral!solution 
interface. 

lt is important to point out that hotl1 
precipitates were not found on ali tl1e quartz surfaces 
analyzed by Lhe elcctronic microprohe. 

These precipitatcs werc identi fied as colloidal 
magnetite particles (precipitatc I) and aggregatcs of 
colloidal iron ligninsulphonate particlcs. The following 
aspects support tl1e chemical characterizaLion of the 
precipitaLes: 

i) X-ray tluoresccnce and neuLronic activaLion 
analyses of quartz processed in tl1c Magstream 
showed an increase in sulfur and iron contcnts of 
2 and I 8 times, respectively; 

ii) X-ray diffraction of the Magfluid showed lhe 
presence of magnetite and an amorphous solid; 

iii) according to tl1e theory of magnetic t1uid 
preparation from ligninsulphonate, the reaction 
beLween iron salts (II and IIT), with an excess of 
Fe(ITI), and ligninsulphonate produces magnetite 
and an iron hydroxide linked to some extent to the 
ligninsulphonate molecule (Briggs et ai. , I 977). 

The formation of metal oxides and hydroxides 
on mineral surfaces is discussed hy many authors 
(Heerena et ai., I 980; Leja, 1982; Somasundaran, I 984; 
Ananthapaomanadahran et ai., I 985 ; Fuerstenau et ai., 
1987). According to these authors special conditions of 
pH and concentration of metal species at the mineral 
solution interface is conducive to the formation of 
precipitares in this region bcfore precipitation in Lhe 
hulk solution. Otl1erwise, it is possible to increase the 
kinetic precipitation in the solution under lhe action of 
some externa! forces, sue h as magnetism (Bani nik et ai., 
1969; Sivamohan, 1990; Peigh et ai., 1994). 

Parsonage (I 984) reported t11e possihi lity of 
coating a mineral surface hy ultrafinc magnetite under 
Lhe action of a magnetic tield. The sysLcms studied by 
the author were: apatite/calcite and quartzlt1uorite. 
According lo lhe resuiLs obtained it was possible to 
attain thc sclectivity or the surface coated t11rough the 
eontrol of tl1e mineral surface charge. Ali these authors, 
mentioned above, recognized that the fórmation of 
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metal precipitates on mineral surfaces can interfere in 
f1otation hehavior. 

ln this paper lhe cffect of the iron precipitates 
formed on quartz surfaces, arter its processing in thc 
Magstream, on ils tlotation behavior with amine is 
prcsented in Figure 3. 

An enhancement of quartz tloatability in pH 
ranges less than 9.0 and owr 10.5, where the mineral 
usually does not present good rccovery with aminc, is 
observed in Figure 3. 

In spite of this increase in quartz lloatahility, it 
is possible to observe Lhat the tloatability curves 
presented in Figure 4 have lhe sarne aspect. lt means 
that thc interaction hetween quartz and amine is mainly 
rcsponsible for the mincral's noatahility,evcn in thc 
presence o r the irem precipitates. 
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Figure 3- Quartz Floatability with amine (2 mg/1), use of 
Magtluicl (SG=l.12) in the Magstream: -+- quartz;- - quartz 
processed in the Magslream; 

According to data from the literature it was 
possible to estimatc that the two precipilates would 
present negai i v e surface charge in Lhe pH range studied 
in ti1is work (Yariv, 1979; Parks, 1979). ln fact, tests of 
quartz's zela pntcntia l mcasurement showcd a small 
increase in lhe negative values after its processing in 
thc Magstream (Salum, 1999). 

BasL:d upon thL:se data it was possihle to justify 
the cnhancement o r quartz lloatability with more acid 
pH to an increase in the numher of amine negative 
adsorption sitL:s. Besides this, the prccipitate's ability to 
devclop hydrogen hond should he considcred, espccially 
the precipitates of iron ligninsulphonate, contributing al 
lhis way to thc collector's immohilization on thc quartz 
surface. 

The effect of the precipitates in the collector 
immohilization is particularly important to explain the 
increase in quartz t1oatability observed in the pH range 
o ver 1 0.5, since at iliese pH v alues there are less 
molecular amine species available in the solution to 
adsorve on lhe primary adsorved ionic species. 

Two interactive reactions between the quartz 
surface and the iron ligninsulphonate precipitates were 
supposed, as presented in the Equations (I) and (2) 
(Salum, 1999). 

O~ .. HO- OHS~0 
L-HO-Fe OH~ 

I 
OH 

;e-OH 

~(\ 

;e-OH 
+ HSi02. =L-0\ + OR 

Fe-OH Fe- Hsi02 

Where L= ligninsulphonate molecule 

(1) 

(2) 

Considering that the Magt1uid which is thc 
sourcc of ilie precipitates formed on the quartz surface, 
has magnetic properties, ilie effect of ilie Magstream's 
magnetic ficld on these precipitates formation and as a 
consequence on quartz behavior in tlotation were 
analyzed in ti1is paper. 

Figure 4 presents the tloatability results 
ohtained with the 1ests carried out with quartz in contact 
with the Magtluid in the Magstream (under ilie action of 
the magnelic l"leld) and outside the equipmenl. 
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Figure 4- Floatahility with amine of: - +- quartz, - -
quartz pmcess<.:d in lhe Magstream with Magt1uid (SG=l.02), 
_._ quartz contactecl with Magt1uicl (SG=l.02) outside lhe 
Magstream 
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The results obtained show that the contact 
between quartz and Magtluid enhances quartz 
floatability even in the absence of the magnetic tield. 
However, it is also possible to observe the positive 
effect of the magnetic tield on quartz tloatability. 
These results contirm those from the literature which 
show that magnetic force favors the precipitate 
formation, as mentioned previously. 

Since Magtluid's magnetization levei changes 
with dilution it was also important to verify its intluence 
on quartz behavior in t1otation with amine. 

The Magt1uid's magnetization is a direct linear 
function of dilution, as presented in the Magstream 
Manual of Operation (IGC, 1989). 

Figure 5 presents the resull~ obtained with tests carried 
out with quartz processed in the Magstream with 
different magnetization levei of Magtluid. 
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Figure 5- Quartz t1oatahility with amine as a function of 
Magtluid's magnetization levei used in its processing in 
the Magstream: -0- M= 0.49 emulem 2 (SG=1.02),;-
0 - M= 0.90 (SG=1.04); -+- M= 2.74 (SG=1.12);- .1-
Quartz. Where: M= magnetization (emu/cm3

) and SG= 
specitic gravity 

The curves presented in Figure 5 show that 
quartz behavior in t1otation is more related to the pH 
than to the Magt1uid's magnetization levei used in 
previous processing in the Magstream. This result 
agrees with the data ohtained in Figure 3, which show 
that the t1oatability curves of quartz processed and not 
processed in the Magstream have the sarne aspect, 
meaning that the intcraction between amine and quartz 
commands the mineral 's noatability. 

Considering the importance of the magnetic 
field on the precipitates formation, as reported 
previously, it was expected that the highest 
magnetization levei of the Magfluid used in tests will 
enhance quartz t1oatability more than the others . 
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However, the results in Figure 5 show that the 
Magfluid with highest magnetization levei did not 
induce the best floatability . 

ln fact, the tina! result of the Magstream's 
activator eftect on quartz tloatability with amine is 
dependent upon the sum of the individual eftects of the 
magnetic field on the magnetic t1uid (Magt1uid) and the 
rotation speed. Due to this fact it is important to point 
out that the results of quartz tloatability shown in Figure 
5, plotted as a function of the Magt1uid's magnetization 
levei, involved different rotation speed in the 
Magstream operation. The reason for this was the use of 
a constant specitic gravity of separation (2,9) in ali the 
tests carried out. Since in the Magstream's operation the 
specitic gravity of separation is a function of the 
Magtluid ' s magnetization levei and rotation speed, 
changes in the magnetization levei will demand 
changes in the rotation speed, as showed in Equation 
(3). 

) v, 
N=C111[Mr/ (SGsr- SGr ] 

Where: 

N= rotation speed ; C111= Magstream Constant; 

Mr = Magí1uid magnetization; 

SGsp= specific gravity of separation; 

SGf= Magí1uid's specific gravity. 

(3) 

Based upon Equation (3 ), Table I presents 
magnetization levei and rotation speed used in the tests 
presented in Figure 5 for 2.9 specific gravity of 
separation. 

Table I- Magt1ui 's magnetization levei and speed 
rotation fo r a specitic gravity of separation of 2.9 

Magnetization Rotation speed 
(emu/cm3

) (rpm) 

0.49 180.22 

0.90 245 .55 

2.74 437.97 

Thc numhers presented in Tahle I show that an 
increase in the Magtluid ' s magnctization correspond to 
an increase in the rotati on specd. Since magnetization 
contributes to the prccipitates formation and thc rotation 
speed, in the levei uscd in the Magstream, does not 
favor this process, it is possihlc to understand why the 
highest Magtluid's magnetization levei presented in 
Figure 5 was not associated with the highest activator 
effect. 

ln spite of the negative activator effect of 
rotation spccd, ali the tloatahility results presented in 
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this paper showed that quartz previously processed in 
the Magstream was activated for t1otation with amine. 
These results indicate that in the Magstream process the 
Magt1uid' s magnetization levei, undcr the action of the 
magnetic field, has tl1e most important role in 
precipitate formation on quartz surface and as a 
consequence on its activation for t1otation with amine. 

CONCLUSION 

The contact between the magnetic t1uid of the 
Magstream, Magtluid, and quartz produces the 
formation of two different types of iron precipitates on 
thc quartz surface. These precipitates, identified as 
colloidal magnetite particles and aggregates of colloidal 
iron ligninsulphonate particles, are responsible for an 
enhancement of quartz tloatability witl1 amine. An 
incrcase in tl1e t1oatability was observed in pH less than 
9.0 and over 10.5, whcrc quartz usually does not 
present good rccovery with this collector. The activator 
effect of the precipitates on quartz t1oatability is more 
pronounced in the prcsence of thc magnetic field of the 
Magstream, which favors the precipitate's formation. 
The contact between quartz and Magt1uid with the 
highest levei of magnetization, under tl1e action of the 
magnetic field, did not induce the best t1oatability 
results, as expected. The reason for this is thc intluence 
of anutl1er operational variable of the equipment, the 
rotation speed. The rotation speed does not contribute 
positively to precipitatc formation and consequently to 
quartz tloatability. However, the positive effect of the 
Magt1uid and the magnetic tield on the precipitates 
formation showed to be the predominant factor, since ali 
the tests carried out with quartz processed in the 
Magstrcam presentcd an increase in t1oatability with 
amine. The rcsults prcsented in this paper show that the 
use of Magstream as mineral separation, when further 
studies with tl1ese minerais involve their surface 
properties, is not recommended. Otherwise, it was 
possible to identify the use of thc Magstream as an 
activator for quartz tlotation with amine, mainly in pH 
where usually the mineral does not present good 
recovery witl1 this collector. 
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